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Introduction

Hey all!

Thank you for taking interest in being part of the CSESoc Sub-Committee! To our new members, welcome to CSESoc, to our older members, welcome back!

Whilst university provides academic education and a degree, CSESoc provides support to enrich our members university experience: the environment to facilitate friendships between people with similar interests and experiences (so they understand what you're going through), avenues for professional growth (networking, resume/interview help) and academic support from both your peers and older society members.

But CSESoc is purely a volunteer organisation, everything we do is done by hard-working volunteers, looking to give back to the community.

Being part of a sub-committee enables you to impact and enrich the lives of your fellow students whilst growing immeasurably through being put through challenging situations/tasks and through the guidance of CSESoc's amazing team of Directors & Executive.

I hope you will take the chance on yourself to apply :)

Love,

CSESoc Team :)
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Eligibility Requirements

You need to be a full member of CSE Soc (currently undertaking a dual/single degree associated with the UNSW School of Computer Science and Engineering), and have at least one year remaining until the completion of their degree. You must also be studying at UNSW for both sessions of the year in which they will be part of the sub-committee.

Selection Criteria

The selection will occur through an online application, followed by an interview. Candidates will be assessed primarily on their drive, motivation and commitment to contributing to CSE Soc, but attributes such as effective time management and ability to work in a team will also be a key consideration. Being part of the sub-committee is a moderate time commitment and will require work over the course of a year, perhaps even weekends and holidays. If you are thinking to apply, make sure you will be able to remain committed to the role before you submit your application.
CAREERS PORTFOLIO

Careers Subcommittee

The Careers Portfolio aims to imbue our members with the skills, experience, and connections needed to forge a successful career in the technology industry. We organise and host events throughout semester designed to achieve this goal - such as sponsor talks and workshops, networking nights, resume and interview workshops, hackathons, and so on. We also help manage sponsor relations, as sponsors play a key role in everything we do. This year, we're also planning on launching a number of exciting professional development initiatives, which, combined with our events, look to form a strong platform in maximising opportunities for all of our members.

If you're passionate about helping your fellow students, keen to learn a LOT and excited about everything we've just described above, please apply!

We're looking for people who:
- Organised and strong at communication.
- Eager to help CSEsoc's members develop their professional skills, with ideas on how to do so.
- Experience in event planning and hosting is a plus, but not at all required.

Apply Here: https://goo.gl/DjNTQ4
SOCIALS PORTFOLIO

Socials Subcommittee

CSESoc's Social Portfolio is in charge of making university life unforgettable, fun and to forge a strong community within the society.

We are responsible for the weekly barbeques, and events such as CSESoc's Annual Pubcrawl, Cruise, Cardboard nights and more! We are looking for YOU to help provide new ideas and improve on our events. If you are keen on expanding your personal bubble and are looking to develop your skills, whilst making a difference to student life of CSESoc members, then look no further.

We’re looking for people who:
- Good communication and teamwork skills.
- Passion for improving student life and creating memorable experiences.
- Experience in event planning and hosting is a plus, but not at all required.

Apply Here: https://goo.gl/jBBFuw.
ACROSS ALL PORTFOLIO'S

Marketing Subcommittee

CSESoC's marketing team is all about promoting the countless sponsored career events and the amazing social events that happen throughout uni life.

We are on the lookout for a small team of people who are committed to join the team of 2018 and bring their own visions and creative flairs. Whether you are a design guru or a marketing veteran or just looking to learn, this is the place for you!

We're looking for people who:
- Good communication and teamwork skills.
- Passion for improving student life and creating memorable experiences.
- Experience in event planning and hosting is a plus, but not at all required.

Initiatives of the marketing team include:
- Social media marketing.
- Merchandise design and sale.
- Photography/videography of events.

Apply Here: https://goo.gl/SP7Ejr
EDUCATION PORTFOLIO

Publications Subcommittee

CSESoC's Publications team will be involved in any written publication that CSESoC comes out with this year. This mainly includes Beta, CSESoC's fortnightly newsletter. The work will involve a lot of content creation - mostly focused on writing articles and creating puzzles, but we will very soon be expanding out of that to video too. Your skill level is not important, so whether you’re looking to just start out with content writing or you’re already an established writer - we're happy to have you on the team! Publications will also cover general design and/or distribution of said publications.

We’re looking for people who:

- Good communication and teamwork skills.
- Passion for improving student life and creating memorable experiences.
- Experience in event planning and hosting is a plus, but not at all required.

Apply Here: https://goo.gl/YZYcxw

Projects Teams

CSESoC Projects is a new division under CSESoC for 2018. Our aims are simple - build things, learn lots, and have fun in the process! Our projects include: Bojangles, Compclub/CSESoC Website & the CSE Jobs Board.

We're open to anyone who's interested in learning more about software projects outside of class. Whether that be doing more dev work to continue honing your skills and learning new languages, learning about communication and teamwork in an engineering project with multiple contributors and constraints like in the real world, or just meeting new friends who are also motivated and keen to get involved like yourself, CSESoC Projects will have something for you.

More info & Expression of Intrest here:
https://goo.gl/forms/3c9syYM4NmeVVZQ2